
Happy Frequency Friday!
 
 

Financial Frequency
WHAT'S YOUR FINANCIAL FREQUENCY?

Jill

March 15th: Business Tax Returns Due for Partnerships
& S-Corporations
April 1st: Tangible Personal Property Returns Due
April 18th: Personal & C Corporation Returns Due

Time is running out! If you have a business return that needs to be filed or
extended by March 15th. We are in the process of filing protective extensions for
all business clients that we have not received your information or are missing
information in order to prepare your business tax returns. 

If you would like to file by the deadline, we are requesting your information to be
sent to us prior to Sunday March 5th in order to allow us enough time to prepare
your return. 

We will need one of the following depending on how your records are kept:

1. Income and breakdown of your expenses along with December business bank
statement

2. Notification that your Quickbooks online is ready for us to review (if we do not
handle your bookkeeping)

3. Copy of your QB desktop file

Thank you for your support, patience and cooperation! 



 
Friday Energy Frequency

wi t h  Om i e  Sp i r i t

The HIGH PRIESTESS

Today is March 3rd 3/3 also known as Gimel, the third letter of the Hebrew alphabet, its a fascinating
symbol that represents both material abundance and spiritual growth. In the system of Gematria, each
letter has a numerical value, and Gimel has a value of 3, which is a sacred number representing
creativity, manifestation inner knowledge and abundance.

To understand Gimel's correlation to money, wealth, and love, we can imagine the High Priestess, who
sits on a majestic camel, as a personification of Gimel's energetic expression. The High Priestess is a
symbol of intuition, mystery, and secrets, and she embodies the wisdom of the divine feminine.

The camel, on the other hand, represents prosperity and abundance. Camels are known for their ability
to traverse difficult terrain and carry heavy loads, making them a valuable asset for traders and
travelers. In ancient times, owning a camel was a sign of wealth and status.

When we combine these symbols, we get a powerful
image of Gimel's energy, which can help us attract
wealth and abundance into our lives. On March 3rd,
2023, we can tap into this energy by focusing our
intentions on manifesting our desires and trusting
our intuition to guide us towards our goals.

To benefit from Gimel's energy, we can take
practical steps to increase our financial abundance,
such as investing wisely, starting a new business, or
asking for a raise. We can also cultivate our spiritual
growth by practicing meditation, visualization, and
gratitude, which will help us align with the universal
flow of abundance.

Finally, we can use Gimel's energy to attract love
and deepen our relationships. By embodying the
qualities of the High Priestess, such as trust,
intuition, and mystery, we can create a deep
connection with ourselves and others, leading to
greater happiness and fulfillment.

In conclusion, Gimel is a powerful symbol that
represents both material and spiritual abundance.
By embracing the energy of the High Priestess and
the camel, we can attract wealth, prosperity, and
love into our lives. On March 3rd, 2023, let us
harness this energy and manifest our deepest
desires with confidence and grace.



The March Cosmic Mojo is Excellent: 
Not to Be Missed!!

Tips on How to Make the MOST of It! 
Hallelujah! March 7th Full Moon and Saturn enters Pisces

Yeah!  Time to welcome in “go with the flow,” water sign Piscean optimistic energy!!!
The March Full Moon is in Virgo. This means the source of the light is coming from the Sun in Pisces. The sign of

Pisces is ruled by Neptune, that along with Jupiter, is the most optimism inspiring of planets.  You can enhance the
benefits of this time by using the Full Moon as an opportunity to honor the gifts of the Cosmos:  light a candle, burn
sage and cleanse your home, and/or attend a Full Moon Ceremony. Be creative. There are no limits to how you can

choose in your own special way to connect with spirit. 
Saturn has been in the sign of Aquarius for the past 2.5 years. While this, the taskmaster of the zodiac was in

Aquarius, we were hit with the pandemic and forced to learn more about integrating the internet and technology into
our lives. If you’ve been working hard on something for the past 2 years you now get to apply and appreciate your

progress. Saturn in Pisces lets go of being concerned with forced to change and supports optimism and Cosmic ideals. 

 

Added Piscean Umph
By entering Pisces Saturn joins Neptune, which is also in Pisces. Neptune, the ruler of the sign, thus offers extra help

for turning imaginative dreams into realities. Then, to make the positive energy even bigger and better Saturn is
positioned to be in harmony with Uranus.  Expect to feel an uplifted sense of happy surprises.

“Yes I Can” Let Go and GROW Preview
If you have previously been reading this newsletter you will be aware we are in the process of beta testing VIBE 432:

“Yes I Can”. It is project of the nonprofit Vibration 432. Inc. founded to help mitigate depression among first
responders. 

In honor of Saturn leaving Capricorn, an earth sign that demands hard work and now moving into “go with the flow”
of Pisces I invite you to enjoy an introduction to Cosmic Bonuses.  (FYI the upcoming Beta test will start on 3/21 The

Spring Equinox.  Information about signing up will be available next week). 

 

March Magic: Cosmic FUN With Numbers  
In the “Yes I Can” system, of using numbered cards to glean messages of direction and hope, if one receives a

doubled number (11, 22, 33, 44, etc.) in “Yes I Can” it is called a “Cosmic Bonus”. In numerology these doubled numbers
are Master Numbers representing a higher octave (expression) of the base number.  

A primary tenet of personal growth is that the first step is awareness. Thus, in the spirit of the uplifting energy that
abounds at the beginning of March, I encourage you to tune into being aware of Master Numbers/Cosmic Bonuses in
your everyday world. Most likely you will be surprised and amazed at how much positive Master Number energy you

will find when you pay attention to it.
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Where to Look to Find Cosmic Bonuses (doubled numbers)
1.) Perhaps the easiest -- your watches and clocks: :00, :11, :22, :33, :44, :55

2.) And there are many, many more sources:
 License plates, billboards, telephone numbers, highway signs, house addresses   and the

list goes on

 
The Comic Bonus Messages

The Math: In numerology we add digits together and reduce to a single digit.
Examples 55/10/1 (5 + 5 + 10, 1 + 0 = 1)

 

Introductory abbreviated interpretations. Begin each of the following bits of
guidance with the phrase: “I can trust myself to be ____________.

 #55/10/1:  effective in solving challenges
 #11/2  decisive 

 #66/12/3 practical and effective
 #22/4  planning well and getting results

 #77/14/5 making wishes and detaching from how the results unfold 
 #33/6  standing up for myself as needed

 #88/16/7 able to flexibly make changes to stay on a success track
 #99/18/9  believing in a User-Friendly-Universe

 
Enjoy Reading the Signs of the Universe

The above is a very limited introduction to “Yes I Can” Cosmic Bonuses. If you want
to learn more please plan on joining the Let Go and GROW beta test.

  


